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0 1) INTRODUCTION  
 

Snam Rete Gas needs to know the gas quantities that Shippers intend to introduce into 
the network and withdraw from it with accuracy and well in advance in order to 
optimise the transportation service programming and the use of the associated 
transportation assets. 
 
Moreover, this knowledge allows Snam Rete Gas to communicate with upstream and 
downstream operators within its transportation system in order to co-ordinate their 
respective activities. 
 
For this reason, it is necessary that Shippers communicate to Snam Rete Gas their 
transportation programmes at the level of detail and in accordance with the timescales 
described in the following paragraphs. 
 
Pursuant to art. 15.6 of Resolution no. 137/02, as amended by Resolution 
297/2012/R/gas, at Entry/Exit Points interconnected with storage hubs as well as at 
points of entry interconnected with regasification terminals, the quantities of gas 
covered by the programming referred to in this paragraph are communicated by the 
Storage and Regasification Companies, each for their respective areas, on the basis of 
information received from their users. 
Specifically: 

 each Storage Company, for each Shipper, communicates the quantities of gas 
determined on the basis of information that each Shipper transmits to the same 
Storage Company as part of the programming activities provided for in the relevant 
Storage Code; 

 each Regasification Company communicates, for each Shipper, the quantities of gas 
resulting from the regasification capacity distribution process and the regasification 
activities provided for in the relevant Regasification Code. 

The quantities of gas reported by the Storage and Regasification Companies are 
accounted for as part of the Shippers’ programming and balancing activities, each for 
their own part. 
Snam Rete Gas is not liable for the accuracy or completeness of the data communicated 
by the Storage and Regasification Companies, or for the information communicated to 
them by their respective users. The Shipper therefore expressly acknowledges that no 
responsibility can be attributed to the Transporter for the entries made on the basis of 
data received from the Storage and Regasification Companies in accordance with the 
aforementioned resolution. 
 

2) ANNUAL PROGRAMME 
 

2.1) Annual intervention plan 
Snam Rete Gas communicates to Shippers, via its website or e-mail, no later than the 1st 
day of September of each Thermal Year (in the case of Saturday or a non-working day 
such deadline is postponed to the next working day) the list of planned interventions for 
the following Thermal Year that cause a reduction/interruption of the transportation 
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0 capacity on the RN, as indicated in the chapter “Maintenance planning and 
management”. 
 

2.2) Shippers’ transportation programme 
By the 20th of the same month (in the case of Saturday or a non-working day such 
deadline is postponed to the next working day), Shippers communicate to the 
Transporter through the information system provided by Snam Rete Gas, their 
transportation programme for the following Thermal Year, containing monthly gas 
quantities, in energy units, forecast for delivery at each Entry Point on the RN for which 
the Shipper has booked capacity. The programme must be drawn up in consideration of 
the booked capacity of the Shipper and take into account possible transportation 
capacity interruptions/reductions planned for the following months and communicated 
by Snam Rete Gas to Shippers, as described above. 
 
The Shipper will provide, at an aggregated monthly level and by the same term: 

 
1) the quantities, in energy units, forecasted for redelivery at each of the Exit Points 

from the RN in respect of interconnection points to export pipelines where the 
Shipper has booked capacity, as well as to interconnections managed by other 
Transportation Companies and of the storage hubs in injection/off-take phase; 

2) the quantities, in energy units, forecast for redelivery at each of the Redelivery 
Points where the Shipper has booked capacity; 

3) a forecast value of PCS at each Entry Point of the RN referred to above. 
 
The Shipper must also communicate to Snam Rete Gas, for each Redelivery Point, the 
percentage by volume of residential, industrial and thermoelectric users supplied by the 
Shipper as at the following 1st October. 
 
 

3) SEMI-ANNUAL REVISION 
 

3.1) Semi-annual intervention update 
The annual intervention plan, referred to in the previous paragraph, is updated on a 
semi-annual basis and is communicated to Shippers no later than the 1st of March of 
each Thermal Year (in the case of Saturday or a public holiday such deadline is 
postponed to the next working day) as indicated in chapter “Maintenance planning and 
management”. 
 

3.2) Shippers’ transportation programme 
By the 20th of the same month (in the case of Saturday or a public holiday such deadline 
is postponed to the next working day), Shippers communicate to the Transporter 
through the information system provided by Snam Rete Gas their transportation 
programme for the following April – September semester, indicating the monthly gas 
quantities, in energy units, forecast for delivery at each Entry Point on the NN in which 
the Shipper has booked capacity. The programme must be drawn up in consideration of 
the booked capacity of the Shipper and take into account possible transportation 
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0 capacity interruptions/reductions planned for the following months and communicated 
by Snam Rete Gas to Shippers, as described above. 
 
The Shipper will provide, at an aggregated monthly level by the same term: 
 
1) the quantities, in energy units, forecast for redelivery at each of the Exit Points from 

the NN in respect of interconnection points to export pipelines where the Shipper 
has booked capacity as well as to interconnections managed by other Transportation 
Companies and of the storage hubs in injection phase; 

2) the quantities, in energy units, forecast for redelivery at each of the Redelivery 
Points where the Shipper has booked capacity; 

3) a forecast value of PCS at each Entry Point of the NN referred to above. 
 
The Shipper must communicate to Snam Rete Gas, for each Redelivery Point, the 
percentage by volume of residential, industrial and thermoelectric users supplied by the 
Shipper as at the following 1st April. 
 
 

4) MONTHLY PROGRAMME 
 

4.1) Monthly intervention plan 
By the 15th day of month M-2 (in the case of Saturday or a public holiday such deadline 
is postponed to the next working day) Snam Rete Gas communicates to Shippers, via its 
website or e-mail, the planned interventions that cause capacity 
interruptions/reductions on the network for the month M, in respect of both the RN and 
the RR, as indicated in the chapter “Maintenance planning and management”. 
 

4.2) Shippers’ transportation programme 
By the 22nd day of month M-1 (in the case of Saturday or a public holiday such deadline 
is brought forward to the previous working day), Shippers communicate to the 
Transporter through the information system provided by Snam Rete Gas their 
transportation programme for the following month, containing daily gas quantities, in 
energy units, forecast for delivery at each Entry Point on the RN at which the Shipper 
has booked capacity. The programme must be drawn up in consideration of the booked 
capacity of the Shipper and take into account possible transportation capacity 
interruptions/reductions planned for the following month and communicated by Snam 
Rete Gas to Shippers. 
 
The Shipper will provide, at an aggregated monthly level by the same term: 
 
1) the quantities, in energy units, forecast for redelivery at each of the Exit Points from 

the RN in respect of interconnection points to export pipelines where the Shipper 
has booked capacity as well as to interconnections managed by other Transportation 
Companies and of the storage hubs in injection phase; 

2) the quantities, in energy units, forecast for redelivery at each of the Redelivery 
Points where the Shipper has booked capacity; 

3) a forecast value of PCS at each Entry Point of the RN referred to above. 
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In particular, in respect of NN Entry Points relating to imports, Shippers must 
communicate directly or indirectly to Snam Rete Gas the information pertaining to the 
verification of the transportation programmes with the operators interconnected 
upstream (“matching of nominations”) and the gas allocation. This information includes, 
by way of not exhaustive example, any capacity transfers/trades between Shippers 
upstream and downstream of the Entry Point. 
 
The Shipper must also communicate to Snam Rete Gas, for each Redelivery Point, the 
percentage by volume of residential, industrial and thermoelectric users supplied by the 
Shipper. 
 

4.3) The Maximum Programmed Quantity 
By the 25th of each month (in the case of a non-working day such deadline is postponed 
to the next working day) Snam Rete Gas communicates to those Shippers who have 
acquired capacity as a result of capacity transactions, the transportable quantities on its 
network of natural gas pipelines in the following month, indicating the Maximum 
Programmed Quantity, in energy units, at each of the: 
 
 RN Entry Points; 
 RN Exit Points in respect of interconnection points to export pipelines as well as 

interconnected networks managed by other Transportation Companies and storage 
hubs in injection phase; 

 Redelivery Points at which interventions have been programmed, as indicated in 
paragraph 4.1 above. 

 
In the other cases, the monthly transportation programme communicated by Shippers is 
confirmed. 
 
 

5) WEEKLY PROGRAMME 
 

5.1) Shippers’ programmes 
Every week, by Thursday at 12.00 o’clock, Shippers must communicate to the 
Transporter through the information system provided by Snam Rete Gas the 
transportation programme for the following week containing, at a daily level: 
 
1) the gas quantities, in energy units, forecast for delivery at each Entry Point to the 

NN where the Shipper has booked capacity; 
2) the quantities, in energy units, forecast for redelivery at each of the Exit Points from 

the NN in respect of interconnection points to export pipelines where the Shipper 
has booked capacity as well as to interconnections managed by other Transportation 
Companies and of the storage hubs in injection phase; 

3) the quantities, in energy units, forecast for redelivery at each of the Redelivery 
Points where the Shipper has booked capacity; 

4) a forecast value of PCS at each Entry Point of the NN referred to above. 
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0 In particular, in respect of NN Entry Points relating to imports, Shippers must 
communicate directly or indirectly to Snam Rete Gas the information pertaining to the 
verification of the transportation programmes with the upstream interconnected 
operators (“matching of nominations”) and the gas allocation. This information includes, 
by way of not exhaustive example, any capacity transfers/trades between Shippers 
upstream and downstream of the Entry Point. 
 
Each Shipper must provide balanced programmes to Snam Rete Gas, that is programmes 
in which – taking into account gas flows from/to storage – the daily quantities injected 
into the transportation network equal the daily quantities off-taken by the same network: 
these programmes, moreover, must not exceed the Shipper’s booked capacity. 
 
The programmes in questions are meant to be approximate and not binding for the 
Shipper or for Snam Rete Gas, unless the Shipper does not send to Snam Rete Gas its 
daily programme or this does not arrive within the specified deadline, or the daily 
programme is incomplete/not compliant with the required formats. If this is the case, 
the daily programme will be substituted by the correspondent values inferred by the 
weekly programme. 
 
 

6) DAILY PROGRAMME (BOOKING) 
 

6.1) Availability of the provisional transportation balance 
By 11.30 o’clock of Gas-day G-1 Snam Rete Gas makes available to Shippers, through the 
information system provided for this purpose by Snam Rete Gas, the provisional 
transportation balance of the previous day as indicated in the “Balancing” chapter. 
 

6.2) Transactions at the Virtual Trading Point (1st Session) 
Before the term indicated in the Virtual Trading Point (PSV) Conditions, Shippers 
communicate, through the dedicated functionality Snam Rete Gas makes available, the 
gas transactions that they intend to undertake at the PSV, as indicated in the “Balancing” 
chapter: after this deadline, this functionality will not be available anymore. 
 

6.3) Shippers’ daily programmes (“nominations”)1 
 
Before 2.00 p.m. on Gas-day G-1, the Regasification/Storage Company communicates to 
the Transporter, via the information system provided by Snam Rete Gas, the 
transportation programme of its Shippers for the next Gas-day G, indicating the 
quantities of gas for each Shipper – expressed in energy - which the company intends to 
deliver to the Entry Point to the RN interconnected with the regasification terminal. 
 

                                                           
1 The daily programmes must consider the quantities to be paid to the Transporter to cover self-consumption, 

network losses and Unaccounted-for-gas for as described in Chapter 9, paragraph 3.1.3 (GSk deadline). The 

operating procedures to manage these quantities, also for planning purposes, are published by Snam Rete Gas 

on its website. 
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0 The transportation programme communicated by the Regasification or Storage 
Company is made available by Snam Rete Gas to the respective Shippers by 2.00 p.m. 
each day via the information system provided by Snam Rete Gas. 
 
Before 2.00 p.m. on Gas-day G-1 the Shipper other than the Regasification/Storage 
Company will communicate to the Transporter, through the information system 
provided by Snam Rete Gas the transportation programme for the following Gas day G, 
indicating the gas quantities, in energy units, that the Shipper intends to: 
 
 deliver at each Entry Point to the NN at which the Shipper has booked capacity; 
 off-take at each Exit Point from the NN in respect of interconnection points to export 

pipelines at which the Shipper has booked capacity as well as of interconnections 
managed by other Transportation Companies and storage hubs in injection phase; 

 off-take at each Redelivery Point at which the Shipper has booked capacity. 
 
For the related confirmations, Snam Rete Gas will reject daily programmes: 
 received incomplete or not compliant with the methods defined by the Transporter. 

In these cases, for daily programming purposes, the Transporter will adopt the 
values set in the weekly programme or, if this is not present, the values set in the 
monthly programme, in which case the monthly total values, both for the Entry 
Points and the Redelivery Points, will be split up according to the number days in 
the month; 

 that do not respect the capacity assigned to the Shipper. In these cases, the 
Transporter modifies the programme, eliminating the amount exceeding this 
capacity. 
For the activities described in this paragraph, the Shipper cannot nominate any 
surrendered capacity offered on daily basis referred to in the Chapter 7, paragraph 
3. 

 
Similarly, the daily transportation programmes communicated by the Shipper in the 
Peak Period will be refused if they do not respect the 10% limit of the capacity booked 
at the Redelivery Points and for which the commitment is made to make withdrawals 
concentrated in the Off-Peak Period, in accordance with article 8.3 of Resolution no. 
137/02, as supplemented by Resolution no. 6/05. 
 
If the Shipper does not communicate to the Transporter the daily transportation 
programme within the aforesaid terms, the Transporter will then adopt, for daily 
programming purposes, the values contained in the weekly programme or, in the 
absence of this, the values contained in the monthly programme. In this last case, the 
total monthly values, both for Entry Points and Redelivery Points, will be divided by the 
number of the days in the month. 
 
The daily transportation programmes are confirmed as indicated in paragraph 6.6 
below. 
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0 It is understood that the Shipper is responsible for correct scheduling as well as of 
ensuring the balance between the volume of gas withdrawn from the network and the 
volumes delivered/ injected into the network under his competence. 
 
With particular reference to bundled capacity in accordance with Chapter 5, paragraph 
3, the programme concerns the Snam Rete Gas system and is not intended, under any 
circumstances, to comprise or substitute the programme to be respected by the Shipper 
on the interconnected transportation system. Similarly, the programme elaborated on 
the interconnected transportation system does not constitute under any circumstances 
the programming performed on the Snam Rete Gas transportation system. 
 
With reference to Entry Points from biomethane production plants, the Shipper ensures 
that the gas flows programme is aligned with the input quantities measured at the 
physical Delivery Points placed on the Snam Rete Gas network or on another network. 
It is understood that the Shipper informs GSE about its programmes for the GSE 
activities purposes. Snam Rete Gas is not responsible in any way for the Shipper 
activities even towards GSE and third parties. 
 
 

6.4) Gross Calorific Value (“PCS”) 
In addition to the data specified above, the Shipper must provide a forecast of the PCS 
at each of the specified Entry Points of the NN. For the transportation programmes 
relating to the Redelivery Points, Snam Rete Gas provides updates of the PCS values 
made available to Shippers for their transportation bookings. 
 

6.5) Verification activities for gas flows 
 
6.5.1) Entry/Exit Points to/from the RN connected to foreign importation/ exportation pipelines 
 

At Entry/Exit Points to/from the RN relating to gas imports/exports, Snam Rete Gas 
carries out the necessary collection activities and verifies the consistency of the 
programmes made by its Shippers with the corresponding programmes received by the 
Transportation Companies upstream/downstream of the Point from the parties of these 
networks. 
 
If, after Snam Rete Gas has taken these steps, differences between the two programmes 
still exist, Snam Rete Gas will assume the entry gas quantities on its network to be equal 
to the minimum value of the two, as provided for by the operational management 
practice internationally adopted at interconnections. 
 

6.5.2) Exit Points from the RN different from Exit Points connected to foreign pipelines 
The daily programme at the Exit Points from the NN comprises an aggregation, for each 
Shipper, of the daily programmes for the Redelivery Points belonging to the same Off-
take Area. 
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0 6.5.3) Redelivery Points – Shippers without market 
Shippers that have no customer market downstream of a Redelivery Point are not 
allowed to formulate a daily transportation programme at such a Point, even though the 
Shipper has an entitlement to capacity. 
 

6.5.4) Interconnection Points with networks operated by other Transportation Companies  
The daily programme at interconnection points with networks operated by other 
Transportation Companies comprises an aggregation, for each Shipper, of the daily 
programme relative to the Redelivery Points connected to such interconnected 
networks. 
 

6.6) The confirmation of the daily programme 
Before 4.00 p.m. on Gas-day G-1, having verified the Shippers’ programmes, the 
Transporter informs the Shipper of their feasibility.  

 
Where technical-operational constraints do not allow the confirmation of the daily 
programme, Snam Rete Gas will provide, by the same deadline, details to each affected 
Shipper of the respective transportable quantities for the following Gas-day G. This 
process is performed in proportion to the daily programme of each Shipper and provides 
each Shipper with useful information to assist in updating the programme for the 
following Gas-day. On the basis of these indications, the interested Shippers update their 
transportation programme for Gas-day G, by the first deadline for reformulating the 
daily programme indicated in paragraph 6.7 below. 
 
The Shipper is in any case liable for the quantities of gas subject to scheduling as well as 
to ensure the balance between the volume of gas withdrawn from the network and the 
volumes delivered/ injected into the network under its competence. 
 
Snam Rete Gas assumes no responsibility concerning the application of the provisions 
described above in case of failed or incorrect booking by the Shipper. 
 
Snam Rete Gas will also inform the Authority of the actions taken when such 
circumstances occur. 
 

6.7) Updating the daily programme and confirmation 
 

Starting from the confirmation of the transportation programme indicated in paragraph 
6.6 above, the Shipper can reformulate its transportation programme for Gas-day G for 
the Points of the network where he holds transportation capacity.  
 
The transportation programme can be reformulated up to three hours before the end of 
Gas-day G. At the start of every hour, starting from 5.00 p.m. on Gas-day G-1, Snam Rete 
Gas takes the latest update of the programme communicated by the Shipper during the 
previous hour.  
 
With reference to Entry Points from biomethane production plants, the Shipper ensures 
that the gas flows programme is aligned with the input quantities measured at the 
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0 physical Delivery Points placed on the Snam Rete Gas network or on another network. 
It is understood that the Shipper informs GSE about its programmes for the GSE 
activities purposes. Snam Rete Gas is not responsible in any way for the Shipper 
activities even towards GSE and third parties. 
 
Verification activities for gas flows and confirmation 
 
For the confirmation of the reformulation of the transportation programme, daily 
programmes are rejected if: 
 
 they were received incomplete or not compliant with the methods laid down by the 

Transporter. In such cases, for daily programming purposes, the Transporter will 
adopt the latest values confirmed; 

 they do not respect the capacities assigned to the Shipper except for the provisions 
laid down under letter b) below. In such cases, the Transporter modifies the 
programme, eliminating the amount exceeding this capacity. 

 
For Entry/Exit Points interconnected with foreign pipelines, the reformulation of the 
transportation programme is also refused if: 

a) it is less than the last quantities of gas confirmed reproportioned with respect to 
the hours of Gas-day G that have passed up to the deadline for confirming each 
reformulated programme. In such cases, Snam Rete Gas modifies the Shipper’s 
programme with this value; 

b) it exceeds the transportation capacity held by the Shipper at the Point 
reproportioned on the basis of the remaining hours of the Gas-day G after the 
deadline for confirming the reformulated programme. In such cases, Snam Rete 
Gas modifies the programme by eliminating any amount exceeding the Shipper’s 
capacity at the Point. As an exception to the above, in absence of  availability or 
in case of full allocation of firm transportation capacity at the Point, the Shipper 
can reformulate the surplus transportation programme with respect to the 
capacity that he holds at the Point. Whenever, if the total quantity programmed 
by the Shippers at the Point is higher than the existing/transportable capacity of 
that Point, the Transporter modifies the quantities programmed by the Shippers 
by on interruptible basis to which the process of FDA UIOLI set out in Chapter 
7, paragraph 5 has been applied, according to a pro-rata criterion with respect to 
the nominated quantities that exceed the limits set out in section 'Confirmation 
of the transport programme in the event of application of the FDA UIOLI' of this 
paragraph, point i), and subsequently the quantities scheduled by the Shippers 
on interruptible basis that exceed their booked capacities in accordance with a 
pro rata type criterion with respect to the quantities nominated beyond the 
capacity held2 by these Shippers (overnomination). This capacity is considered 
booked as interruptible on Gas-day G and may therefore be modified by the 
Transporter until the deadline of the last renomination during the Gas-day. This 
capacity is paid for by the Shipper in relation to the aforesaid surplus amount 

                                                           
2 The Interruptible Daily Capacity is considered in the capacity held by the Shippers. 

http://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/absence+of
http://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/availability
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0 with respect to the booked capacity actually confirmed following each 
renomination cycle3. 

 
In addition, for an Entry Point/Exit Point interconnected with foreign gas pipelines, if 
the total quantity programmed by the Shippers at the Point still exceeds the 
existing/transportable capacity of that Point, the Transporter modifies the programme 
of the Shippers holding Interruptible Daily Capacity, allocated pursuant to Chapter 5, 
paragraph 3.5, by re-proportioning the renominated quantities on an interruptible basis 
within the limits of the existing/transportable capacity at the same point, in accordance 
with a pro rata criterion with respect to the quantities renominated on an interruptible 
basis. 
 
The checking activity performed by the Transporter on the programmes reformulated 
during each hour ends before the end of the second hour afterwards. Once the 
reformulated programme has been checked, as laid down in Chapter 8, paragraph 6.5, 
the Transporter notifies the Shipper of its feasibility. The reformulation of the 
programme, as confirmed by the Transporter, comes into effect starting from the second 
hour after the reformulated transportation programme is accepted. 
 
In the presence of technical and operational restrictions that do not allow the daily 
programme to be confirmed, the provisions laid down in Chapter 8, paragraph 6.6 are 
applied. 
 
The Shipper is in any case responsible for the quantities of gas subject to renomination. 
Each Shipper is also responsible for reformulating his transportation programme for the 
Entry/Exit Points on the basis of the offers accepted following the trading of locational 
standardized short-term products at the MGAS Platform of the GME.4 
 
Snam Rete Gas assumes no responsibility concerning the application of the provisions 
described in case of failed or incorrect renomination by the Shipper. 
  
With reference in particular to the allocated bundled capacity according to Chapter 5 
paragraph 3, the programming concerns Snam Rete Gas’ Network and in no case is 
understood to include or substitute the Shipper’s programme on the interconnected 
transmission system. Likewise, the programming carried out on the interconnected 
transmission system does not represent in any case a programming on Snam Rete Gas’ 
network. 

 

Snam Rete Gas will also inform the Authority of the actions taken on occurrence of each 
event after which the programme of the firm capacity booked is reduced. 
 

                                                           
3 Overnomination in accordance with Regulation 312/14, subsection 17.1, letter b), i) and Regulation 459/2017, subsection 

21.5. In this case, the price approved by the Authority is considered. 
4 N.B. For the offers accepted at Entry/Exit Points interconnected with storage hubs and Regasification Terminals, the transportation 
programme is reformulated by the Storage Companies or the Regasification Companies taking account of the quantities of the Shippers 

whose offer was selected at those Points. 
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0 A diagram of the cycle of the activities involved in the reformulation of the daily 
transportation programme is given here below: 

 

 
Confirmation of the transport programme in the event of application of the FDA UIOLI 
 
Pursuant to Resolution 137/02, article 14quater, each Shipper that owns capacity at one 
of the Entry/Exit Points of Tarvisio and Gorizia in the month for which the conditions 
set out in Chapter 7, paragraph 5.1, occurred can reformulate its daily transport 
programme on a firm basis at the same Point subject to the following limits: 

i) increase up to 90% of the capacity owned by the Shipper or, if the daily transport 
programme set out in the previous paragraph 6.3 is greater than 80% of the capacity 
owned by the Shipper, up to half of the quantity not programmed; 

ii) reduction of up to 10% of the capacity owned by the Shipper or, if the daily transport 
programme set out in the previous paragraph 6.3 is not greater than 20% of the 
capacity owned by the Shipper, up to one half of the amount programmed. 

 

Pursuant to confirmation of the reformulation of the transport programme, without 
prejudice to the constraints described in this paragraph 6.7(a) and (b): 

- the programmes that exceed the limits set out in the previous point i) are considered 
as reformulation on an interruptible basis and are therefore subject to confirmation as 
set out in the above section "Verification activities for gas flows and confirmation" of 
this paragraph; 

- the programmes below the limits set out in the previous point ii) are rejected. In such 
cases, the Transporter shall modify the programming of the Shipper, taking into 
account these values. 

 

Without prejudice to the emergency situations for excess and shortage of gas set out in 
Chapter 9, paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2, the service emergencies set out in Chapter 21, to 
which the forecasts set out in points i) and ii) do not apply. 

 
6.8) Transactions at the Virtual Trading Point on the Gas-day (2nd Session) 

Shippers can communicate on Gas-day G by the deadline laid down in the PSV 
Conditions, through the dedicated functionality made available by Snam Rete Gas, other 
gas transactions at the Virtual Trading Point (“PSV”), with reference to the same Gas-
day G. After this deadline, this functionality will no longer be available. 
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0 The net value of the transactions undertaken by each Shipper for Gas-day G (TKN) 
regarding the Shipper’s daily transportation programme will be automatically updated 
by the information system provided by Snam Rete Gas on the basis of the transactions 
recorded in the relative period. 
 

6.9) Storage capacity booking on behalf of the Balancing Operator  
 
The Balancing Operator is required to program the storage capacity at its disposal for 
the purpose of hourly modulation in accordance with the agreements detailed in 
paragraph 4 of the subsequent chapter 15. 
 
Pursuant to the TIB, paragraph 2.6, the programming of storage capacity for the purpose 
of the management of gas supplies related to network consumption, network loss, 
unaccounted gas and limepack, should take place within the Gas-Day G-1 for the Gas-
Day G. The programming of storage capacity is carried out in the time that can ensure 
the communication of the non-programmed quantitaties to the Storage Company for 
conferment purposes within the context of the procedures foreseen by Resolution 
193/2016/R/gas, paragraph 3.3, letter b. 
 
 


